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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Chapter 1
Introduction
In this portfolio, you will find
• A Teaching Philosophy, which summarizes the purpose of my teaching.
• Reflections on Teaching, which shows I have successfully helped students
learn.
• Evidence that I can plan long-term learning experiences in the form of a
Sample Course Design.
• Teaching Development Activities, which show I have worked to improve my
teaching.
• Examples of how I have performed Mentoring of Undergraduate Research to
help students with their careers.
• I have kept this portfolio short, but there is Additional Evidence Available.
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These boxes indicate comments
written for a different audience
from the main
text.

CHAPTER 2. TEACHING PHILOSOPHY

Chapter 2
Teaching Philosophy
My favorite kind of thinking combines abstract ideas to build general solutions.
General solutions are behind major improvements in the way people live, like computers that perform any algorithm, printers that make any shape, and art movements that affirm all cultures and media. As a physics teacher, I help students
develop their capability for rigorous abstract thinking by building their mathematical skills. I anchor those skills to reality, and build relationships between abstract
ideas, like the connection between energy and momentum, to help students hone
solutions.
As an illustration, when I taught algebra-based college physics, I initially used
the measurement of time and position in Cartesian space to develop all the major
concepts in mechanics. To teach students rotation, which is not conveniently
handled by Cartesian coordinates, instead of building up the concepts again from
cylindrical coordinates, I taught students to translate their ideas about physics
from a Cartesian view to a cylindrical one.
I did this by first modeling with simple examples. Then I challenged students
to convert Cartesian ideas into the new cylindrical language. At first most could
not do it, but with some more attempts and examples, they rapidly started to
succeed. I adapted and verified my teaching methods using class discussion and
direct individual examination of students’ notes while they were in progress.
Initially students just followed along with examples, but when they began
to work ahead of me I knew I had succeeded in building a general connection
between coordinate systems that would let students solve many kinds of rotational
mechanics problems. I further confirmed the success of the method and reinforced
it with homework assignments.
This teaching approach drew from theory by making efficient use of students’
cognitive capacity. It created a new space of tools they can use without going
through the steps to develop each tool. It also served as an example to prepare
students who proceed to more advanced study to reach the next level of general
2
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solutions, where they will be able to create their own coordinate system.
The disciplinary focus I bring to constructing general solutions includes the
exact mathematical description of ideas and the experimental evaluation of solutions. These ideas transfer well to other disciplines and to personal goals, where
comparing ideas to reality are always crucial. They also form the basis for developing my teaching. I seek teaching activities that help all students, are built off
theories of learning, and are verified by assessments.

CHAPTER 3. REFLECTIONS ON TEACHING

Chapter 3
Reflections on Teaching
I have taught as a research mentor, guest instructor, teaching assistant, and tutor.
However, this portfolio primarliy‘draws from my experiance teaching as the instructor of record. During my PhD, to broaden my teaching experience, I applied
to adjunct teach a class at Oakton Community College.
The course I taught was part of a condensed summer semester. Its schedule
was 8 AM to 10:40 AM four days a week for seven weeks. I expected this schedule
to be very challenging for students (though in the end most did well with it). With
this schedule, I was experiencing about 2/3 of the college’s full time faculty load
but was still able to meet my research obligations. The class schedule contributed
to the wide variety of students in the class, which helped broaden my experience.

3.1

Methods

Throughout this class, I experimented with different means of achieving my teaching goals.

Pretest
Since I used a pretest and continual formal and informal assessments, I am highly
confident that all my students learned a lot during the course. The assessments
measured the use of general ideas about classical mechanics to solve abstract problems. However, there are many things I would like to improve in the class based
on my experience.
Based on discussion of pretests with my peers in Northwestern’s Teaching Certificate Program, the instructions I picked were “identify which aspects of the question you understand and what could help you understand the rest of the problem.”
It is difficult, but important, for students to identify what they do not know so
4
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Figure 3.1: In the pretest, this student has shown me that they understood the
geometry of this problem. She has also identified what information she is missing.
This assessment has prepared her to apply Newton’s Second Law when she learns
it. It has prepared me to determine how much she has learned at the end of the
course.
that they can improve and identify when they are learning the right things. I kept
examples like Figure 3.1 from students who explained particularly well what they
did and did not understand about the pretest questions. In the future I will distribute these with similarly styled initial assessments to help learners feel confident
in identifying what they need to learn.

Ranking Tasks
I enjoyed using the Ranking Task Exercises in Physics book [1] as a formative
assessment. Ranking tasks are conceptual questions which are designed to trigger
student misconceptions. They work by isolating the roles that different concepts
play in multi-concept physics problems. I am very excited about combining different concepts. Research using the Force Concept Inventory and similar conceptual
measures has shown that students who master solving physics problems mathematically often harbor qualitative misconceptions. Ranking tasks are a good way
to address the potential disconnect between calculation and belief.
I used the ranking tasks as in-class discussion activities. The subject of the task
was different from the rest of the class to reinforce ideas through properly spaced
review. During class, students shared their method of solving the task with other
students near them.
Group work is best when the instructor is a member of the group. During the
discussion time, I approached students (focusing on the least-engaged) and ask
them to explain what they were thinking about how the task should be ranked. I
ensured that every student in my class got one-on-one help from me at some point,
whether they asked for out of class help or not.
After discussing the task with several students, I asked students to volunteer
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their ideas to the class, called on students to share their ideas, and/or summarized
what I had heard from students privately. Then I told the students what I wanted
them to learn about the task.
In my class, ranking tasks were never collected, graded, or criticized. The point
of the task is to trigger and correct misconceptions about the ranking method. The
nonjudgmental responsiveness approach, an aspect of the wise schooling framework
[2], encouraged open class discussion and preserved the value of the tasks as an
assessment of what I needed to teach.
In conclusion, ranking tasks were an excellent way for me to learn what the
class was thinking, to encourage class engagement, and to access qualitative learning. They helped to counterbalance the highly abstract nature of the class while
building up the relationships between abstract ideas.

Textbook and Homework
My class was intensely abstract and theoretical. I felt that my students would
benefit from this because the ability to think abstractly is more broadly useful
than the ability to solve physics problems. This was largely achieved by creating
my own examples, homework, and exams, rather than using textbook publisher
provided questions. To me, abstract means algebra rather than arithmetic in the
context of a class that does not have calculus as a corequisite. Exams contained
a proof-based component for key concepts. Since proofs were a new skill for most
students, I prepared students with textbook reading assignments, lecture examples,
and online study guides. I solved the homework and exam questions in advance
and revised both the answers and solutions. This contributed a lot to their quality
and to how I structured class time.
I assigned very specific reading assignments in the textbook to use students’
time efficiently. This is a method I learned from History Professor Nancy Yanoshak
at Simon’s Rock College, who has been a big teaching role model for me. Some
examples of very specific reading assignments are in the Lesson: Cell Phone Radiation lesson plan in the Sample Course Design.

Review Activity
One constant in my class was a review of the previous class at the beginning of each
day. This activity is a good discussion starter. I drew a concept map on the board
based on what students were saying to help develop the relationships between
ideas. The task put into practice the principle that properly spaced repetition
improves student recall [3]. It also ensured that every student could come to class
with something to contribute to discussion since they could draw from the previous
class. At the end of the review discussion, I added in any items I thought were
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missing from students’ contributions. Additional, wider spaced review came from
examples, homework, ranking tasks, demonstrations, study guides, and traditional
pre-exam review sessions.

Labs
I reconceptualized the lab activity from “performing a measurement” to “class discussion, tutoring, and critical writing.” During the lab, I asked students questions
and answered questions (often in a Socratic manner). While I am uncertain if students benefit directly from using the lab apparatus, in my class students benefited
from talking to me and each other during the lab time. In place of worksheets, I
assigned free-form lab reports with feedback that kept the locus of attention on
improvement [4].
In my class, I used inquiry based learning [5]. This included lab and homework
activities that used ideas not previously introduced in class. Inquiry based learning
contributes to learning retention and student engagement. In the homework, it
particularly encouraged engagement with the reading assignments, which were
extremely specific parts of the book. However, I used these methods for only a
fraction of the class, since in my experience they work better for certain types of
students than others.
Most students grasped most of the goals of the lab report task after completing
just a few of the ten lab reports. In the future, I would substitute quality for
quantity. I would ask for greater thoroughness and more precise explanations in
each report, but reduce the number of reports. An inquiry based approach could
be explored in more depth, and ideas from multiple lab days could be combined
in one report.

Scaffolding
I used scaffolding activities, including lab plans and exam study plans. These
were intended to help students learn the process of learning, which was important
because all students were new to the free-form lab reports and many of them were
new to taking college level exams.
Some students really liked the scaffolding activities. One wrote in a reflection
that it “. . . did make the lab report easier. . . ” For the mostly-freshmen demographics in this class, preparing for a college level exam is an important skill to teach.
Students who chose to submit study plans (6 of 22) got higher scores (p=0.06).
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Flipped Class
For the class segment on gravity, I used a “flipped class” format. Students watched
a video out of class. The toughest part of preparing the class was searching out
a video that was sufficiently advanced to match the level of the class, but did not
include mathematics they had not studied yet.
During class time, students solved homework problems with the help of their
classmates and myself. I was quite busy during that period. To evaluate the
activity, students wrote reflections on both the video and the in-class portion.
Students’ work showed that they understood the video.
I would use this class format again, but I would not use it exclusively since
it does not suit all students. The “flipped class” aided learning by providing peer
instruction and individual attention from me.

Demonstrations
I also used live lecture demonstrations, drawn from the college’s collection or constructed on the spot. I particularly liked the water engine I made from a soda can,
based on the design of Walter Lewin of MIT. In cases where in class demonstrations were not feasible, because the object to be shown was too small, too large,
or too expensive, I used short videos. One I thought was particularly interesting
was an “inertia welding” video, which showed the conversion of rotational energy
into heat in an industrial context.
Students found the example of a changing moment of inertia leading to an angular acceleration, which featured figure skater Dorthy Hamill, particularly memorable. This video, coupled with my explanation, effectively showed that physics
applies across traditional gender roles and could be engaging to students who
might be alienated by traditional machine shop examples. It also introduced the
mechanics of objects which change shape, which is often neglected.

3.2

Sample Assessment

I have selected this question as an example of the kind of formal assessment I favor.
It is abstract because it uses algebra rather than arithmetic. It also encourages
students to combine different ideas (at least six, in this case), which was one of
the learning objectives.

Question
Jane has mass m. She is riding a frictionless Ferris wheel all by herself.
It has radius r and moment of inertia I. If nobody is on the wheel and
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the break is turned off, the wheel does not accelerate. Jane is sitting
at the edge of the wheel at the same height as the center of the wheel
with the wheel still. The break is suddenly turned off. Jane gets off the
wheel when she reaches the bottom. There is no break so the wheel is
still turning at this point. What is her momentum vector?

Solution
The wheel’s angular velocity is ω, and Jane’s velocity is v. Using conservation of
energy to relate the initial energy to the final energy,
1 2 1 2
mv + Iω = mgh.
2
2

(3.1)

Jane’s change in height equals the radius.
1 2 1 2
mv + Iω = mgr
2
2

(3.2)

Apply a boundary condition. When Jane gets off,

v2

v = rω
v
ω=
r
1 2 1  v 2
mv + I
= mgr
2
2 r!
 2
1
1
1
m+ I
= mgr
2
2
r
v2 = 
v=

(3.3)
(3.4)
(3.5)
(3.6)
mgr

1
m
2

+

1
I
2


1 2
r

(3.7)



mgr

s


v
u
u
v = t

1
m
2

+

1
I
2


1 2
r



2mgr

2 
m + I 1r
v
u
2mgr
u
p = mt 
2 
m + I 1r

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

The direction of the momentum vector is the horizontal direction from her starting
point towards the center of the wheel.

I always write solutions in LATEX.
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Faculty Observation
My class observation from the department chair reflected my decision to focus on
abstract thinking in the class. I learned from the observation that I should include
more concrete and simple content to help those students who came to my class
without strong preparation. I was very pleased to hear that “This instructor was
always engaged with the students and always facing his audience.” The highest
rating I earned in the classroom observation rubric was “Demonstrates superior
knowledge of current developments in the subject matter and explains those developments well to the students.”

Student Evaluations
When I was a TA at Northwestern, one of the themes in my student evaluations
was that students thought I was condescending. That was definitely not what I was
going for. Students’ perception of my attitude does not directly address learning
goals, but it can be indirectly important since it influences student motivation. At
Oakton I improved by explaining to students the reasoning behind my teaching
methods. The student evaluation of the course indicated that it worked because
students did not describe me as condescending. They did say I was awkward, which
seems fair. The change in students’ critique from my attitude towards them to
my nature eliminates my concern about the impact on student motivation. In this
class, many students described me as enthusiastic.
In the evaluations, common critiques included ideas like “confusing” or “no
straight answers.” I’m still a fan of focusing on abstract reasoning in my classes and
of setting high expectations. However, I would like to balance this out with more
concrete content. I used a standard of not criticizing student answers publicly,
which some students did not like. I think it was worthwhile because it created
an atmosphere where students felt they could speak openly, though I recognize
there is a downside. My method is also supported by studies showing error-based
remediation is not beneficial [6] and locus of attention models [4].
Evaluations showed students liked the feedback I gave on lab reports. Some
students submitted their labs electronically and got prose feedback. Other students
submitted paper labs and got feedback that tended more towards drawing and
fragments. In the future I would like to find out which of these approaches is
better.

CHAPTER 4. SAMPLE COURSE DESIGN

Chapter 4
Sample Course Design
This chapter demonstrates my capability for long-term planning of students’ learning experiences.

4.1

Audience

This course should suit students who need to fulfill a science general education
requirement. It is also beneficial for students who plan on pursuing careers relevant to radiation science who want a strong background in the physical principles
underlying their work. Radiation science is used in many industries, but emphasis
will be placed on applications to the health professions and homeland security.

4.2

These are areas of
high employment
demand.

Syllabus

Course Title: Radiation in Health and Security

I wanted to design a course that
would have a lot
of student demand but would
be original.

Contact Information
Laszlo Frazer <laszlo@laszlofrazer.com>

Student Objectives
• Identify the different types of radiation
• Know how radiation technology is applied to practical problems
• Quantitatively determine how radiation will interact with matter
• Distinguish the uses of different types of radiation
11

Developing quantitative skills is a
crucial contribution I can make to
general education
as a physicist.
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• Weigh the positive and negative impacts of radiation applications in order
to form opinions about radiation policy, including scientific, economic, and
health issues
• Synthesize physics concepts in order to solve problems
• Communicate radiation science to the public

Description
Radiation plays an important role in national security and medical diagnostics and
treatment. This course will examine the underlying mechanisms of the interaction
of radiation with matter. The physics will connect to the function of radiation in
society and technology as a tool and as a challenge.

Critical thinking
(the elimination
of ideas) is often
emphasized. I like
to highlight that
physics courses
teach synthetic
thinking (the combination of ideas)

Prerequisites
Algebra.

Topics
• Particles
• The electromagnetic spectrum

The course develops skills; I can
pick among the
topics based on
student interests.

• Accelerators
• Dosimetry
• Scattering
• X-ray imaging
• Optics
• Positron Emission Tomography
• Magnetic Resonance Imaging
• Terahertz imaging
• Image reconstruction
• Ambient radiation
• Radiation damage

Not all topics are
optional.
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• Radiation therapy
• Historical views of radiation
• Ethical use of radiation

Grading
• 7.5% each of four problem sets
• 20% all revised problem sets
• 10% submission of an essay draft
• 20% fulfillment of goals in final essay
• 20% final exam
Late work will only be accepted in extreme circumstances beyond your control.
Except for the final exam, all assignments provide an opportunity for improvement.
Credit can be earned for partially solved exam problems. The exam will resemble
the problem sets. Problem sets and revisions will be graded based on communicated effort. Feedback will be provided on what is done well, and solutions will be
provided to indicate how to do better. Arithmetic is de-emphasized. Problem sets
are mostly near the beginning of the course because students need time to perform
other assignments.

This is necessary
to allow me to
give effective feedback.

Academic Integrity
Cheating or plagiarism will result in no grade for the assignment. In addition, all
penalties provided for by institutional policy will be applied. Except for the final
exam, you may use any resource including peers and the internet, as long as the
resource is given credit and the assignment is written in your own words according
to your own thoughts. For the essay, formal citations must be used. If you are
uncertain if your work follows this policy, ask me before turning it in.

Students With Disabilities
Those students with disabilities should contact me as soon as possible to arrange
accommodations. In general, you should come to me for help if you are having
problems, whether or not they are related to a disability. It is what I am here for.

Giving credit to
resources used is
not only ethical,
it also allows me
to evaluate what
helps students
learn.
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Schedule

Assignments and topics by week
1. Pretest and essay planning. Particles and spectra.

Assuming a calendar with 10 week
quarters.

2. Problem set. Accelerators and dosemetry.
3. Problem set. Scattering.
4. Essay draft. Optics and X-ray imaging.
5. Problem set. Tomography.
6. Peer paper feedback. Magnetic resonance.
7. Problem set. Terahertz imaging and image reconstruction.
8. Revised essay. Ambient radiation.
9. Revised problem sets. Radiation damage.
10. Practice exam. Ethics and review.
11. Final exam

4.4

Sample Assessment

Essay
This diagram is better for conveying how students will develop through this major
project than the lengthy written instructions.

Increasing the intervals between
instances of retrieval improves
retention [3].
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Preplanning

Instructor Feedback

Sources

Draft

Reflection

Instructor Feedback

Peer Feedback
Revision

Reflection

Assessment of Student

Evaluation of Assignment

4.5

Evaluation

The goal is to evaluate how the course and the instructor could change to improve
achievement of student objectives.Most physics courses have one or more midterm
examinations. I am particularly interested in evaluating the effectiveness of substituting an essay project for the midterm exam, with a focus on quantitative skills.

CHAPTER 4. SAMPLE COURSE DESIGN
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The essay is intended to use quantitative skills, but it is uncertain how quickly
students will learn to integrate quantitative and writing skills, or if those quantitative skills will transfer to the context of the final exam. If I teach this course more
than once, it would be beneficial to teach a control class that includes a midterm
exam instead of an essay.
Components of Evaluation
Week 1 Pretest. It is important to establish a baseline of student abilities in order to
tell if students have improved at the end of the course. The pretest also has
a non-evaluation role of informing students what skills they need to learn.
Week 6 The midterm questionnaire addresses factors not easily determined from assessments, including student attitudes. Simple questions are asked about
specific assignments, with an opportunity for open ended responses.
Week 8 Final essay assignments. Qualitatively observe the diversity of essay topics,
and whether they successfully include quantitative components.
Week 10 Institutional student survey.
Week 11 Final exam.
Any Time Class observation by another faculty member.
After Discuss with interested faculty. For example, if many nursing students took
the course, ask nursing faculty if content and skills from the course transferred to the nursing curriculum.

The evaluation
plan is designed
with the value of
class time kept in
mind.
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Sample Lesson Plans

Lesson: Radiation Units
To understand radiation quantitatively, students need to understand the appropriate units of measure. This class focuses on helping students understand the
conceptual relationships between the different units.
Activity
Review the previous class and recent course activities, starting by
recording student suggestions on
the board, then adding instructor suggestions.
Review the SI system of base
units. Seek units, their dimensions, and some interesting applications from students. Discuss methods for measuring certain dimensions.

Time
5 minutes

Goal
Promote active learning; repetition increases recall; informs
instructor what students understand

5 minutes

Preparation for the next activity;
evaluation of student abilities

CHAPTER 4. SAMPLE COURSE DESIGN

Diagram the radiation related
units.
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25 minutes
• Active learning

1. Divide into groups.

• Encourages diverse ideas
and ways of thinking

2. Review the list of radiation related units and definitions from the assigned
reading.

• Synthesize
cepts

physics

con-

• Communicate
radiation
science to the public

3. Groups collaborate to
make diagrams showing
the relationships between
different units. The instructor visits groups and
asks questions during this
process.

• Quantitatively determine
how radiation will interact
with matter

4. Presentation of diagrams
by each group to the class.
5. Instructor Feedback.
Explain the different kinds of
dose from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission Glossary, focusing on why they are all necessary and their limitations.
• Collective dose
• Committed dose equivalent
(CDE)
• Committed effective dose
equivalent (CEDE)
• Cumulative dose

5 minutes

To make subtle differences easier
to understand so that students
will be able to apply the right
dose unit in their later work.
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Review and look ahead to upcoming activities, starting by
recording student suggestions on
the board.

5 minutes

19

Reinforce learning and help
prepare students for upcoming
tasks.

Lesson: Cell Phone Radiation
Before Class Reading
“The Controversy about a Possible Relationship between Mobile Phone Use and
Cancer” [7]
• Read the Objectives and Conclusions.
• Read the body up to the Overview.
• p. 317 read “Analytical epidemiology” to “sound mechanistic theory.”

Students should
only read the
useful parts, so I
make very specific
reading assignments.

• Read “In summary” to “equivocal”.
• p. 322 read “Additional evidence” to “telecommunication signals could firmly
be established”
• What are the experimental difficulties? What are some potential solutions?
“Exposure to cell phone radiation up-regulates apoptosis genes in primary cultures of neurons and astrocytes” [8]
• Read up to “Primary neuron cultures were prepared” on p. 35.
• Observe Figure 1.
• Read “Results of array analyses” to “cultured mouse neurons.”
• Read “Apoptosis is a cellular suicide” to “intrinsic cell death machinery.”
• Read “Exposure to cell phone RF/MW” to “new gene transcription.”
• Read “Our results suggest that specific CNS cells may activate different genes
in response to cell phone emissions, and that there is a variable threshold
sensitivity depending on cell type.”
• Read “Inherent differences in cell size and shape,” to the end.
• What were the experimental conditions?

Introductory students might not
be able to understand entire
primary sources,
but they can often understand
the background
and conclusions.
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• What were the radiation doses?
• What potential additional conditions might yield more information?
• What additional measurements might yield more information? Why were
these not included?
• What were the conclusions of the study? If you read only the final sentence,
what would you think the conclusions were?
• Should this study be used to make decisions about cell phone use? What
kinds of decisions?
In Class
Activity
Review the previous class and recent course activities, starting by
recording student suggestions on
the board, then adding instructor suggestions.
Introduce the concept of specific
absorption rate. Emphasize dimensions. Ask for student questions.

Time
5 minutes

Goal
Promote active learning; repetition increases recall; informs
instructor what students understand

5 minutes

Quantitatively determine how
radiation will interact with matter. Lecturing is kept to a minimum to keep students engaged.

CHAPTER 4. SAMPLE COURSE DESIGN

Discuss readings using a thinkpair-share model. The instructor answers questions or engages
with pairs throughout.
Think The reading discussed epidemiological and laboratory studies of cell phone
radiation.
Divide into
pairs.
One member of
each pair should address
each category.
Silently,
write down the difficulties
in reaching conclusions using experiments in that
category.
Think Write down some potential
solutions. Your solutions
do not have to be practical. Imagine you have
an unlimited budget and
want to solve the cell phone
question for ever. Focus
on quantitative measurements.
Pair Tell your partner what you
identified.
Pair Suggest some additional
ideas to your partner. Do
not critique.
Share Pairs read their favorite
problem and solution to
the class. The instructor
provides feedback.

30 minutes.

21

Holds students accountable
for the readings.
Repetition
improves recall of important
points.
Encourages critical
thinking.
Engages students
through interactivity. Addresses
these course objectives:
• Identify the different types
of radiation
• Know how radiation technology is applied to practical problems
• Quantitatively determine
how radiation will interact
with matter
• Weigh the positive and
negative impacts of radiation applications in order to form opinions about
radiation policy, including
scientific, economic, and
health issues
• Communicate
radiation
science to the public
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Dielectric heating
power ∝ ωE 2

5 minutes

Review and look ahead to upcoming activities, starting by
recording student suggestions on
the board.

5 minutes

22

Quantitatively determine how
radiation will interact with matter. Lecturing is kept to a minimum to keep students engaged.
Synthesize the concepts of power,
electric field, and frequency.
Reinforce learning and help
prepare students for upcoming
tasks.

Steps can be eliminated from the think-pair-share activity if it takes too long.

4.7

Sample Reading

[1] Trikalinos, T. A., Terasawa, T., Ip, S., Raman, G. & Lau, J. Particle beam
radiation therapies for cancer (Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality,
2009).
[2] Chan, K. H., Leung, S. W., Diao, Y. L., Siu, Y. M. & Ng, K. T. Analysis
of millimeter wave radiation to human body using inhomogeneous multilayer
skin model. In Electromagnetic Compatibility (APEMC), 2012 Asia-Pacific
Symposium on, 721–724 (IEEE, 2012).
[3] Sheen, D. M., McMakin, D. L. & Hall, T. E. Three-dimensional millimeterwave imaging for concealed weapon detection. Microwave Theory and Techniques, IEEE Transactions on 49, 1581–1592 (2001).
[4] Oka, S., Togo, H., Kukutsu, N. & Nagatsuma, T. Latest trends in millimeterwave imaging technology. Progress In Electromagnetics Research Letters 1,
197–204 (2008).
[5] Kundi, M. The controversy about a possible relationship between mobile
phone use and cancer. Environmental Health Perspectives 117, 316 (2009).
[6] Zhao, T.-Y., Zou, S.-P. & Knapp, P. E. Exposure to cell phone radiation
up-regulates apoptosis genes in primary cultures of neurons and astrocytes.
Neuroscience Letters 412, 34–38 (2007).
[7] Vanaalst, W. & P, V. Scanning holes: Better cheese thanks to precision x-ray
scanner. TNO Magazine 7 (2011).
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[8] Rez, P. Uncertainties in the dose from full-body airport screening. Archives
of Internal Medicine 171, 1129 (2011).
[9] Kaufman, L. & Carlson, J. W. An evaluation of airport x-ray backscatter
units based on image characteristics. Journal of Transportation Security 4,
73–94 (2011).
[10] Brenner, D. J. Are x-ray backscatter scanners safe for airport passenger
screening? For most individuals, probably yes, but a billion scans per year
raises long-term public health concerns. Radiology 259, 6–10 (2011).
[11] Rothman, T. & Boughn, S. Can gravitons be detected?
Physics 36, 1801–1825 (2006).

Foundations of
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Course Diagram
Class
Discussion

Essay

Communication

Combining
Concepts

Problem
Solving

Factual

Critical
Thinking

Course Goals
Prediction

Power
Transmission
Power
Sources

Weighing
Applications

Civics
Cell
Phones
Forming
Opinions

Security

Exams

Health

Dosimetry
Imaging

Oncology

Quantitative
Reasoning
Skills

Homework

Evidence

Uncertainty

Radiology

Concept maps help students understand science [9]. More generally, presenting
information in multiple ways makes understanding easier.

4.9

Final Note

Thus far, everything has been designed with science general education in mind.
However, this course could easily be adjusted to be a capstone senior interdisci-
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plinary seminar since it naturally connects to many different things. I could work
with a faculty member in political science, philosophy, biology, or one of many
other disciplines to develop such a course.
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Chapter 5
Mentoring of Undergraduate
Research
Undergraduate research is a good learning opportunity for students because it is
hands on, engaging, and rewards persistence. It can also have career benefits since
it gives students a chance to demonstrate that they are at the forefront of their
research subject. Finally, undergraduate research helps advance science.

5.1

Johanna

Johanna was a summer student in my lab. A colleague and I designed an experiment for her to perform based on her interest in synthesis and my need for cuprous
oxide crystals for research. I trained Johanna to use furnaces and lapidary equipment. I also taught her to collect and analyze point defect luminescence spectra.
Johanna was able to conclude from her data that the best way to prepare the
crystals was the reverse of the method often recommended in the literature. As a
result, she became a coauthor on an article in the top crystal growth journal [10],
which demonstrated that she can produce results as a PhD student. She obtained
a position as a graduate student in chemistry at the University of Washington,
Seattle, where she has earned an NSF fellowship.

5.2

Photopolymerization

I took over as co-mentor of a photopolymerization research project when a postdoc
departed from our group. I coordinated between four student researchers. Stephen
was an undergraduate who developed the instrument. Danielle, who was in Teach
for America, and wanted to go to graduate school, joined us through the a program

26
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for teachers. She developed the samples. Some of the data was collected by two
high school students. In addition to providing coordination, advice, and encouragement, I performed the final analysis and writing of the paper [11]. Stephen
became a graduate student at the University of Colorado, Boulder and Danielle
later returned to Northwestern as a graduate student.

5.3

Making Undergraduate Research Stronger

Based on my mentoring experiences, I focus on several important contributions I
can make to undergraduate research.
• I provide knowledge of the literature, which can be too time consuming
to obtain in an undergraduate research project, to help students reach the
cutting edge.
• I match student interests with scientific needs so that research experiences
are both engaging for the student and useful for the research community.
• I maintain the continuity of research, since undergraduates are temporary
participants.
• I encourage students when they encounter obstacles, sharing my experience
that persistence leads to success.
• I promote students’ work to the larger research community through publications and conferences so that it can be used, when students are not available
to do that themselves.

CHAPTER 6. TEACHING DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES

Chapter 6
Teaching Development Activities
• Graduate Teaching Certificate, 2012-2013
I learned to
– Design a college course
– Include diverse teaching methods
– Assess students
– Evaluate teaching and programs
– Work with teachers from other disciplines
– Teach multiculturally
– Approach teaching as research
through seminars, workshops, classroom experience, observations, and mentoring by Professor Michael Schmitt.
• Taught an introductory mechanics class at Oakton Community College, Summer 2013.
• Guest Instructor, Physical Chemistry Laboratory, 20 and 27 March 2017
• Team taught a Solid State Physics Graduate Workshop, Spring 2015
• Recitation teaching assistant for Electricity and Magnetism, Winter 2012
• Center for the Integration of Teaching Research and Learning
– Mentored Discussions of Teaching Program
I observed how students respond to different teaching techniques implemented by experienced faculty.
28
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∗ Electrical Engineering focus, Spring 2013.
∗ Product Design focus, Fall 2013.
– Preparing Future STEM Faculty to Meet the Needs of Culturally and
Linguistically Diverse Populations
∗ Online, Fall 2013
∗ Professor Rivera, University of Houston.
– Teaching as Research
∗ Online, Fall 2014
∗ Professor Freeman, Iowa State University
∗ Professor Slane, University of Wisconsin-Madison
• Created program to prepare advanced Northwestern undergraduates for the
Physics GRE, Fall 2012
• Mentoring Student Research

CHAPTER 7. ADDITIONAL EVIDENCE AVAILABLE

Chapter 7
Additional Evidence Available
• From teaching at Oakton
– Faculty pre-observation worksheet
– Departmental chair classroom observation
– Student evaluations of my teaching
– Homework assignments I wrote with my solutions
– Exams I wrote with my solutions
• From Temple University Solid State Physics Workshop (team taught with
Dr. Vernisse)
– Student evaluations
– Observation from the Temple Center for the Advancement of Teaching
• TAing
– Student evaluations
– Reflections
– Unsolicited student praise
• Course Design Details
– Written instructions/rubric to go with the essay assignment diagram
– Midterm survey
• Physics GRE Preparation Program
– Reflections
– Peer classroom observation
30
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